RAJNI PERERA

Koerner Artist-in-Residence in Queen’s BFA (Visual Art) Program

Rajni Perera was born in Sri Lanka in 1985 and lives and works in Toronto. She explores issues of hybridity, futurity, ancestorship, immigration identity/cultures, monsters and dream worlds. All of these themes marry in a newly objectified realm of mythical symbioses. In her work she seeks to open and reveal the dynamism of the icons and objects she creates, both scripturally existent, self-invented and externally defined. She creates a subversive aesthetic that counteracts antiquated, oppressive discourse, and acts as a restorative force through which people can move outdated, repressive modes of being towards reclaiming their power.

RAJNI PERERA
Tuesday October 25th
Kingston Hall, Room 101
11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Traveller, Commission for the Royal Bank Of Canada, 40" X 60," mixed media on paper and Fuel, 17" X 26," mixed media on paper

This residency and lecture are made possible by the generous support of The Michael & Sonja Koerner Charitable Foundation.